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Double digit math worksheets 1st grade

You are here: Home → Worksheets → Grade 1 Is a comprehensive collection of mathematical sheets to print for class 1, organized by topics such as addition, deduction, space value, time telling and money counting. They are randomly generated, can be printed from the browser and contain an answer key. Worksheets
support any first-class math program, but they work particularly well with the IXL 1st grade math program. Sheets are generated randomly each time you click the links below. You can also get a new one, another one just by refreshing the page in your browser (press F5). You can print them directly from your browser
window, but first check out what it looks like in Print Preview. If the worksheet doesn't match the page, adjust the margins, header, and footer in the page settings settings in the browser. Another option is to adjust the scale to 95% or 90% in print preview. Some browsers and printers have a Print to adjust option that
automatically scales the worksheet to fit the print area. All sheets are equipped with an answer key located on the other side of the file. Mental Addition Students should have a 100-bead abacus or ten-block base for these double-digit addition problems. Problems can even involve regrouping or creating a new ten, but
students don't solve problems by writing numbers below each other (adding in columns). The idea is to use manipulation to add. Add two 2-digit numbers using manipulative addition in the Pennies and Dimes only columns - up to 6 penny coins, nickel, and dimes only - up to 6 coins Pennies, nickel, and dimes only - up to
10 coins Pennies, nickel and dimes only - up to 15 dimes coins and quarters only - up to 6 Nickels coins and quarters only - up to 6 coins Pennies, nickel, dimes and quarters - easy Pennies , Nickel, dimes and quarters - average pennies, nickel, dimes and quarters - the challenge use these pages to make sheets for
other currencies: If you want to have more control over options such as number of problems or font size or range of numbers, just click on these links to use sheet generators yourself : Learn coins: PennyLearn coins: PennyOn this penny for printing, kids practice tracking letters , counting coins and even get into some
fun coloring pages, too. Click the worksheet in the set below to view more information or download the PDF. Here's a graphical preview for all addition sheets. These dynamically created addition sheets allow you to select different variables to suit your needs. Add sheets are created randomly and will never repeat, so
you have an infinite number of quality addition sheets to use in the classroom or at home. Our additional sheets are free to download, easy to use and very flexible. These additional sheets are an excellent source of information for children in kindergarten, 1 2nd class, 3rd class, 4th class and 5th grade. Click here here a
detailed description of all addition sheets. Click the picture that you want to move to the addition worksheet. Add-in table sheets These addition sheets can be used to create five different ranges of add-in tables, starting at 0 and moving to 12. Add-in table sheets can be created with all totals filled or left blank. Numbers
can be selected for display in order or randomly drawn for these sheets. Adding Facts Tables Sheets These facts adding table charts are colorful and a great source for teaching children their supplement fact tables. On these sheets, you will create a complete set of fact tables for adding to print for 1 to 12. Single Digit
Adding Sheets Vertical Format - 2 Additions These single-digit addition sheets are configured for 2 add-ons in a vertically problematic format. The numbers for each add-in can be individually differentiated to generate different sets of problems for those worksheets. 1 to 4 digits Adding Sheets Vertical format - 2 to 5
Additions These addition sheets can be configured for 1 to 4 digits, as well as 2, 3, 4 or 5 additions. You can select up to 30 addition problems per sheet. Zero to twenty sheets addition Vertical format - 2 additions These addition sheets will cause 2 add-ons problems in vertical format, where you can select numbers from
zero to twenty to use in problems. The numbers for each add-in can be individually differentiated to generate different sets of addition problems. You can select up to 30 add problems for these worksheets. From Zero to 99 Adding Sheets Vertical Format - 2 Additions These addition sheets will cause 2 additional problems
in a vertical format where you can select numbers from zero to 99 to be used in problems. The numbers for each add-in can be individually differentiated to generate different sets of addition problems. You can select up to 30 add problems for these worksheets. Add total sheets in portrait format - 2 additions These
addition sheets will cause problems adding a vertical format within the selected total. You can choose the maximum sums and number of problems to produce, or you can choose a non-recurring set of unique problems in kindergarten, 1. or 2nd grade. These special set of problems will produce sheets that will directly
test common basic state standards. Add with dots Add sheets Vertical format - 2 Additions These addition sheets will cause 12 vertical problems with adding points to the right of each number to help children add. You can select the number of sheets to use from 0 to 9. Add dot drawings to ten sheets in portrait or
landscape format - 2 additions These addition sheets generate 12 problems adding vertically or horizontally by using dotted numbers to represent numbers. You can select the number of sheets to be used from 0 to 10. Add dot digits to twenty sheets horizontally - 2 add-ons Additional sheets will cause 10 horizontal
problems with adding using period digits to represent numbers up to twenty. Equations can be displayed below the dot digits if you select this option. You can select the number of sheets to use from 0 to 20. Add two-digit numbers that end in a fixed-number sheet horizontal format - 2 Additions These addition sheets
create great worksheets that add two-digit numbers together that end in a fixed number. Add-ins can be selected as positive, negative, or mixed numbers. You can select up to 30 addition problems per sheet. 1 or 2 Sheets adding digits Horizontal format - 2 additions These addition sheets these sheets can be configured
for 1 or 2-digit horizontal addition problems with 2 additions. Sheet additions can be selected as positive, negative, or mixed numbers. 1 or 2 Sheets adding digits Horizontal format - 3 additions These addition sheets These sheets can be configured for 1 or 2-digit horizontal addition problems with 3 additions. Sheet
additions can be selected as positive, negative, or mixed numbers. 1 or 2 Sheets adding digits Horizontal format - 4 additions These addition sheets these sheets can be configured for 1 or 2-digit horizontal addition problems with 4 additions. Sheet additions can be selected as positive, negative, or mixed numbers. 3 or 4
digits - Horizontal addition sheets This addition sheet can be configured for 3- or 4-digit horizontal addition problems with 2 additions. Add-ins can be selected as positive, negative, or mixed numbers. Add double sheets vertically Format - 2 additions These addition sheets these sheets can be configured to add double,
double + 1 and double + 2 additional sets of numbers in vertical format. Sheet additions can be selected from a range of numbers 0 to 20. Add sheet doubles in landscape format – 2 additions These addition sheets can be configured to add double, double + 1, and double + 2 additional sets of numbers in landscape
format. Sheet additions can be selected from a range of numbers 0 to 20. 2, 3 or 4 digits Adding sheets Vertical format - 2, 3 or 4 additions These addition sheets can be configured for 2, 3 or 4 digits, as well as 2, 3 or 4 addends of addition problems. You can choose from 12 to 30 problems for these sheets. 5, 6 or 7
Digits Adding Sheets Vertical Format - 2, 3 or 4 Additions These addition sheets can be configured for 5, 6 and 7 digits, as well as 2, 3 and 4 addends addends. You can choose from 12 to 20 problems for these sheets. Up to 4 digits No vertical addition sheets These addition sheets are ideal for problems that do not need
to be regrouped. Issues can be configured with up to 4 digits and 2 add-ons. The option not to rearrange may be disabled if some The problem format is vertical and you can select up to 30 addition problems per sheet. The no regroup option can be disabled for these worksheets if you want to rearrange. Adding sheets
adding money Vertical format - 2, 3 or 4 add-ons These money addition sheets can be configured for up to 4 digits, as well as 2, 3 and 4 extras. For these sheets, you can select the currency symbol from Dollar, Pound, Euro, and Yen. Adding money addition sheets Vertical format - 2 or 3 add-ons These money addition
sheets can be configured for no regrouping, for up to 4 digits, as well as 2 or 3 add-ons. For these sheets, you can select the currency symbol from Dollar, Pound, Euro, and Yen. Adding us Coins Adding sheet sheets These addition sheets are great for teaching kids to add coins. For each problem you can choose
quarters, dimes, nickels, &amp; pennies. You can choose from 3 to 7 for the maximum number of coins used in the sheets. Adding drill sheets Vertical format1, 3 or 5 minutes of drilling addition sheets contain all single-digit addition problems on one page. A student who has memorized all single-digit addition problems
should be able to work out these worksheets within the allowed time. Advanced Drilling Vertical SheetsDasheet This worksheet will generate advanced addition exercises of your selection. You can choose from 256 different table addition issues from 0 to 15. You can also choose a 1 minute 20-minute drill, a 3-minute 60-
problem exercise, a 5-minute drill for 100 problems, or a custom exercise with ranges of 20 to 100 problems and times from 1 to 5 minutes. No Add-on Sheets Horizontal Format - 2 Additions These addition sheets are a great introduction to the concept of algebra. You can select different character types to replace
missing add-ins. The format in these sheets is horizontal, and the numbers used can be selected from 0 to 99. No Add-on Various Formats Horizontal Format - 2 Add-ons These addition sheets are a great introduction to creating missing addition problems. You can select different forms of add problems and a range of
numbers to use. Problem formats are horizontal and you can select 12, 16, 20, 24, or 30 addition problems per sheet. No multiples addend ten horizontal formats - 2 additions These addition sheets are ideal for creating missing addition problems that add up to multiples of ten. You can select different forms of add
problems and a range of numbers to use. Problem formats are horizontal and you can select 12, 16, 20, or 24 addition problems per sheet. Missing Digits Adding Sheets Vertical Format - 2 Additions These multi-digit addition sheets are configured for 2 additions in vertical problem format. Missing digits in these addition
sheets are randomly selected children to solve add problems. The number of digits in these sheets can vary from 2 to 4. Adding worksheets to add irregular units These addition sheets are ideal for teaching children to add irregular units of measure. The addition problem may be selected to include feet &amp; inches,
pounds &amp; ounces, hours &amp; minutes and minutes &amp; seconds for these supplement sheets. These sheets will cause 15 problems per sheet. Adding foot sheets &amp; inches These addition sheets are great for practicing smothering two foot measurements with fractional inches. These worksheets will use
1/2's, 1/4's, 1/8's. 1/16 and there is a choice of 1/32 and 1/64's. Decimals Adding sheets Vertical Format - 2, 3, or 4 Additions These addition sheets can be configured for 1, 2, or 3 digits to the right of the decimal place and up to 4 digits to the left of the decimal place, as well as 2, 3, and 4 to fill in addition problems for
those sheets. Adding place values with worksheets These addition sheets will cause problems adding different place values to the numbers. Each problem will have 3 separate equations: adding 2 single-digit numbers, adding a single-digit and two-digit number, and adding 2 two-digit numbers. You can select add-ons
and the number of issues per worksheet. 2, 3 or 4 Additions Vertical format - 1, 2, 3 or 4 Digits These addition sheets can be configured for different combinations of 2, 3 or 4 additions with 1, 2, 3 or 4 digits. You can select up to 30 addition problems per sheet. 2, 3, 4 or 5 Additions Vertical format - 1, 2, 3 or 4 Digits
These addition sheets can be configured for different combinations of 2, 3, 4 or 5 additions with 1, 2, 3 or 4 digits. You can select up to 30 addition problems per sheet. 2, 3 or 4 Additions Vertical format - 5, 6 or 7 digits These addition sheets can be configured for different combinations of 2, 3 or 4 additions with 5, 6 or 7
digits. You can select up to 30 addition problems per sheet. Visual addition sheets These addition sheets can be configured for visual addition problems with geometric shapes. These additional sheets can be configured for their color scheme, as well as their layout problem and difficulty. Adding doubles with dots Adding
sheets Vertical format - 2 additions These addition sheets These sheets can be configured to add doublets, double + 1 and double + 2 additional sets of numbers in vertical format. Problems are represented by dots to the right of each number. Sheet additions can be selected from a range of numbers 0 to 20. Add by
regrouping Vertical Format Sheets These addition sheets can be configured for 2, 3, or 4 add-ins and allow you to select columns that need to be regrouped. You can select up to 20 addition issues per sheet. Sheet.
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